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Slovakia, former eastern part of Czechoslovakia, since 1993
independent EU-country had a quite long tradition on thematic philately. Since its rise in the 60-ties Slovak philatelist,
exhibitor (FIP gold medal in thematic class) and then for many
decades (up to end of the 80-ties) FIP thematic class juror Dr.
Severín Zrubec was the pioneer. Thematic philately was very
active and supported during the „communist“ period due to
the fact, that so called „political“ exhibits should spread the
ideas of communism through philately. Despite of it also all
other activities in the field of thematic philately flourished –
also due to the fact, that it was the „cheaper“ way (the financial limits of exhibitors from „socialist“ countries had been
very low) to build up an interesting exhibit that could succeed
in international exhibitions – if compared with traditional philately. The fact, that if an exhibitor wants to reach high FIP
medal level he had to invest a lot of time in study and money
in good philatelic material is until now not common.

since 1995 a bi-monthly magazine, organizing national and
international exhibitions (since 1996 in Olympic year became SLOVOLYMPFILA organized in Bratislava an accepted international exhibition under the auspices of FIPO
and International Olympic Committee) are the dominant
field of its activity. Exhibitors, members of the Society
gained many medals in national and international general
and specialized exhibitions. Peter Osusky‘s exhibits „For
the glory of Sport“, covering the history of Olympism
since antique Greek period up to 1944 gained repeatedly
gold medals and Vojtech Jankovič’s „World of pedals“
large vermeil medal in FIP world exhibitions.

Slovak Philatelic Union, since 1993 FIP member has
a Commission of thematic philately but most of the activities
in this field are carried by specialized societies, two of which
are dominant in Slovakia.

An active group of thematic philatelists in Nitra organized
since years thematically oriented exhibitions (TEMAFILA)
but also general exhibitions with special support of thematic philately.

The most popular thematic specialisation in Slovakia is the
Olympic and sports philately. The Slovak Society of Olympic
and Sports Philately, since 1994 founding member of the International Federation of Olympic Philately – FIPO, formerly
a section of the Slovak Olympic Committee, now independent
public society (with about 120 members) is the roof of activities in this field. Initiating (in cooperation with Slovak Post
Inc.) issues of Olympic and sports stamps, postmarks, issuing

Despite of the decline of interest in philately in the last
decade each year new thematic exhibits are shown. To
improve the quality of them is the main task for the future
of the thematic philately in Slovakia.

Another active group is the Society of St. Gabriel oriented
on religious philately - issuing also a magazine, supporting
collectors of this theme and organizing national exhibitions.
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